This article investigates model checks for a class of possibly nonlinear heteroskedastic time series models, including but not restricted to ARMA-GARCH models. We propose omnibus tests based on functionals of certain weighted standardized residual empirical processes. The new tests are asymptotically distribution-free, suitable when the conditioning set is in…nite-dimensional, and consistent against a class of Pitman's local alternatives converging at the parametric rate n 1=2 ; with n the sample size. A Monte Carlo study shows that the simulated level of the proposed tests is close to the asymptotic level already for moderate sample sizes and that tests have a satisfactory power performance. Finally, we illustrate our methodology with an application to the well-known S&P 500 daily stock index. The paper also contains an asymptotic uniform expansion for weighted residual empirical processes when initial conditions are considered, a result of independent interest.
INTRODUCTION
The correct speci…cation of conditional mean and variance models is of major interest in empirical …nance and economics. Model-based economic theories in dynamic contexts, such as asset pricing, portfolio choice and market risk management, as well as many inference procedures proposed in the econometrics literature, such as the consistency of the Quasi-Maximum Likelihood Estimator (QMLE), depend crucially on the correct joint speci…cation of the conditional mean and variance.
Despite the signi…cant empirical and theoretical importance of this testing problem, there exist rather few joint speci…cation tests available in the literature. Furthermore, most of the existing tests have model-dependent asymptotic distributions and may require bootstrap methods that are di¢ cult to implement in standard econometric packages. The aim of this paper is then to construct simple asymptotic distribution-free (ADF) joint speci…cation tests, especially convenient for …nancial and economic applications. The new tests are based on certain weighted standardized residual empirical processes with weights equal to proper transformations of the conditioning variables. The weights are chosen orthogonal to model's scores, so ADF omnibus tests are obtained, with the added property of being ‡exible to tailor the power against desired directions.
To be more precise, let fY t g t2Z be a strictly stationary and ergodic time series process de…ned on the probability space ( ; F; P ). A large body of the time series modeling literature, both theoretical and empirical, has considered the model Y t = f (I t 1 ; 0 ) + h(I t 1 ; 0 )u t ; t 2 Z;
where I t 1 = (Y t 1 ; u t 1 ; Y t 2 ; u t 2 ; :::) 0 is the conditioning set at time t 1, and f (I t 1 ; 0 ) and h 2 (I t 1 ; 0 ) are parametric speci…cations for f (y) := E[Y t j I t 1 = y] almost surely (a.s.) and h 2 (y) := V ar[Y t j I t 1 = y] a.s. In (1), 0 is an unknown parameter in an Euclidean space, 0 2 R p ; and fu t g is a sequence of independent and identically distributed (iid) disturbances, with unknown cumulative distribution function (cdf) F u : Throughout the paper we assume that u t is independent of I t 1 ; for all t 2 Z: The speci…cation (1) covers the well-known linear ARMA-GARCH models, as well as nonlinear conditional mean and variance models, see, e.g., Fan and Yao (2003) .
Our theory is valid for the general heteroskedastic time series model described in (1).
We aim to test under this set-up for H 0 : f (I t 1 ) = f (I t 1 ; 0 ) and h(I t 1 ) = h(I t 1 ; 0 ) a.s. for some 0 2 ; against nonparametric or parametric alternatives given by the negation of H 0 . This testing problem has important implications in econometrics practice and, in particular, in …nancial econometrics modeling where parametric models such as (1) are commonly used. An example of application is to the Value at Risk (VaR) methodology in market risk management, see Tsay (2005) . The VaR at level in model (1) is given by V aR t ( ) = f (I t 1 ; 0 ) + h(I t 1 ; 0 )F 1 u ( ); where F 1 u ( ) is the standardized error's quantile function evaluated at : Clearly, the functional forms for f and h play a crucial role in determining the V aR t ( ); whereas 0 and F 1 u ( ) are nuisance parameters that can be estimated by many p n consistent estimators, e.g. QMLE for 0 and quantile estimators for F 1 u ( ), see e.g. Koenker and Zhao (1996) . More generally, model speci…cation within the class (1) is important mainly because a lack of …t in the postulated conditional mean and/or variance can lead to misleading conclusions in statistical inferences, and to suboptimal point forecasts. Therefore, in order to prevent wrong conclusions, every statistical inference that is based on the model M = ff ( ; ); h( ; ) : 2 R p g should be accompanied by a proper joint diagnostic tests, i.e., a test for H 0 :
There is a vast amount of literature on testing the speci…cation of parametric dynamic conditional mean models, see Escanciano (2006) and references therein. On the contrary, the literature on joint model checks for the conditional mean and variance functions is rather scarce. Classical diagnostic tools for testing H 0 are the Portmanteau tests initially proposed by Box and Pierce (1970) and Ljung and Box (1978) , and subsequently extended to some conditional variance models by Li and Mak (1994) , see also Lundbergh and Teräsvirta (2002) and Hidalgo and Za¤aroni (2007) . Tests based on usual correlation or autocorrelation measures of errors (centered squared errors) are not consistent in any misspeci…ed model that lead to uncorrelated errors (centered squared errors), increasing the Type II error probability. Ngatchou-Wandji (2005) proposed using 2 -discrepancy measures for testing H 0 ; whereas Gao and King (2004) have extended the initial smoothed-based approach of Härdle and Mammen (1993) to tests for H 0 :
An important limitation of all the aforementioned articles, with the exception of Hidalgo and Za¤aroni (2007) , is that they consider a …nite-dimensional information set I t 1 , and hence, they are not suitable for testing H 0 here. Moreover, even for the case in which the information set is of …nite dimension, d say, most of the proposed tests lead to a poor power performance when d is large or moderate, due to the so-called "curse of dimensionality"problem. Escanciano (2008) overcomes the latter problem using a generalized spectral approach, but resorting to the assistance of a bootstrap approximation that is di¢ cult to implement in standard econometric packages. Alternatively, Hong and Lee (2003) considered a smoothed approach based on the generalized spectral density which requires a bandwidth choice, without much guidance for its choice for testing purposes.
This article deviates from previous works by proposing a large class of simple ADF tests for H 0 that are robust to the dimension in the information set I t 1 . The rationale for our tests follows from the asymptotic properties of the weighted empirical processes of standardized residuals
where b g c ( b I t 1 ; n ) is an estimator for g c (I t 1 ; 0 ); a suitable transformation of the conditioning set which will be speci…ed later on, b u t are standardized residuals obtained from (1) and computed as
where n is a p n-consistent estimators for 0 , e.g. the QMLE, and b I t 1 is the information set observed at time t 1 that contains (Y t 1 ; Y t 2 ; :::; Y 0 ) and that may contain some other initial values; see Section 3.
As we shall show, the asymptotic behaviour of the process R 1 n;b g will depend on whether H 0 holds or not. This fact will allow us to base omnibus tests on suitable functionals of R 1 n;b g . We choose the weights b g c ( b I t 1 ; n ) in (2) in such a way that simple ADF tests are obtained, avoiding much of the burden of bootstrap approximations or complicated martingale transforms.
Our tests can be seen as generalizations of the tests proposed by Wooldridge (1990) . This author considers tests based on e.g.
Note that both quantities in (3) are empirical integrals of R 1 n;b g : In particular,
so the sample means in (3) contain less "information" than the process R 1 n;b g itself, resulting in generally less powerful testing procedures, see Section 2.2 for discussion.
Weighted residual empirical processes have been used in the literature for di¤erent testing problems than H 0 : Koul and Ling (2006) proposed goodness of …t tests for the error distribution in (1) assuming the conditional mean and variance are correctly speci…ed. Thus, our tests here can be used as a pre-test in Koul and Ling's (2006) goodness of …t test. Also, we stress that in practice the information set I t 1 is not observable and must estimated by b I t 1 : Koul and Ling (2006) did not take into account this estimation of initial values, and unfortunately this makes the application of their results di¢ cult; see the discussion in the next section. Therefore, in order to carry out our program we need to extend a weak convergence result in Koul and Ling (2006, Lemma 4 .1), see also Lemma A.6 in Bai and Ng (2001) , to allow for an estimated conditioning set. This extension is not trivial and is of independent interest.
We also note that after the …rst version of the paper was written, it came to our attention 1 a recent paper by Stute, Xu and Zhu (2008) using weighted residual processes for testing the correct speci…cation of a homokedastic regression in a iid setup. These authors developed a principal components decomposition that can be also used in the present framework. Details are omitted to save space. Nevertheless, the testing framework in Stute et al. (2008) is di¤erent from ours and uses di¤erent tools.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we study the asymptotic theory for a class of weighted residual empirical processes and introduce the tests. In Section 3 we illustrate the applicability of our methods and show that our assumptions are naturally satis…ed by the class of ARMA-GARCH models. Section 4 provides evidence of the good …nite-sample performance of the proposed tests and apply the new methods to the S&P 500 daily stock index. Section 5 concludes and discusses future extensions. In the Appendix we establish an asymptotic uniform expansion for a weighted residual empirical processes when initial conditions are considered, a result of independent interest. Mathematical proofs are gathered in the Appendix.
JOINT MODEL CHECKS FOR MEAN-VARIANCE MODELS

Asymptotic null distribution
This section introduces omnibus ADF tests for H 0 . For the sake of exposition we shall …rst consider the limit behaviour of the process
for a centered weight g c (I t 1 ; ) = g(I t 1 ; ) g( ); g( ) = n 1 P n t=1 g(I t 1 ; ); where g(I t 1 ; ) is a generic real-valued measurable transformation of I t 1 that is smooth in (cf. A5). Henceforth, the subindexes c and e stand for sample and population centering, respectively, e.g. g e (I t 1 ; ) :=
We introduce some regularity conditions. For any di¤erentiable function g on , let _ g denote its di¤erential. Throughout, A 0 denotes transposition of the matrix A and 0 denotes a small convex neighborhood of 0 . For positive …nite constants b > 0 and c > 0 de…ne the set Z b;c := f(z 1 ; z 2 ) 0 2 R 2 : jz 1 j + jz 2 j b; z 1 1 + cg:
A1(a): fY t g t2Z is a strictly stationary and ergodic process. fu t g is a sequence of (iid) disturbances, with E[ju t j] < 1.
1 We thank Wenceslao González-Manteiga for pointing out this reference.
A1(b):
F u has an absolutely continuous density f u such that for all 0 < b < 1 and 0 < c < 1,
In addition, min t2Z inf 2 0 h(I t 1 ; ) c > 0 and
Assumption A3: The parametric space is compact in R p : The parameter 0 belongs to the interior of : Under the null hypothesis there exists a unique 0 2 such that p n( n 0 ) = O P (1):
Assumption A4: The observed information set available at period t 1; b I t 1 ; may contain some assumed initial values and satis…es
Assumption A5: The function g(I t 1 ; ) satis…es E h sup 2 0 jg(I t 1 ; )j 4 i < 1 and is continuously di¤erentiable with respect to 2 0 a.s., with derivative
Assumption A1 is a condition on the DGP. As we shall show, Assumption A2 holds for commonly used models such as ARMA-GARCH models. Assumption A3 is satis…ed under mild conditions for the nonlinear least squares estimator (or its robust modi…cations, under further regularity assumptions) or for the QMLE, see Koul (2002, Chapters 5 and 8) , Hall and Heyde (1980, Chapter 6 ), Francq and Zakoïan (2004) , Straumann (2005) and Robinson and Za¤aroni (2006) , to mention but a few. Assumption A4 is a start-up value condition. It ensures that the impact of initial values are asymptotically negligible. This condition easily holds for many time series models; see Francq and Zakoïan (2004) for ARMA-GARCH models. We remark that Lemma 4.1 in Koul and Ling (2006) requires
which is di¢ cult to verify and may not hold even for simple models such as ARMA-GARCH. For instance, in a homokedastic (i.e. h(I t 1 ; 0 ) = ) MA(1) model with estimated information set b I t 1 = fY t 1 ; :::; Y 1 ; b u 0 g; where b u 0 is some assumed value for u 0 , the conditions in A4 here hold whereas if j 0 j < 1;
which does not converge to zero in probability. For this reason, we extend Koul and Ling's (2006) Lemma 4.1 in the Appendix below. This extension is not trivial and has applications beyond the present problem. Finally, Assumption A.5 is on the weight function g and can be easily checked.
It is important for our purposes to note that if the moment conditions
and
hold, then b(x; g; 0 ) 0: We are now in position to establish the limit null distribution of R 1 n;g :
Theorem 1:
(ii) If in addition, (4) and (5) hold, then, uniformly in x 2 R,
A corollary of Theorem 1(ii) is that, provided the moment conditions (4) and (5) hold, the null limit distribution of tests based on R 1 n;g will be ADF (cf. Corollary 1). A natural question is then how we construct weights satisfying (4) and (5). We address this problem in the next lines. To simplify notation write a 1;t ( ) = _ f t ( )=h(I t 1 ; ); a 2;t ( ) = _ h t ( )=h(I t 1 ; ) and
0 2 ; t = 1; :::; n:
Suppose we consider an initial weight g 0 (I t 1 ): Then, we proceed by taking as g c ( b I t 1 ; n ) the residuals from the least squares regression (provided no exact collinearity exists, otherwise remove the necessary regressors) in
where
The initial weight function g 0 is up-to the econometrician and gives ‡exibility to direct the power against desired directions; see the local power analysis in Section 2.1. The least squares estimator in (6) is
and the weight
satis…es (4), (5) and has zero mean, by construction. The function
estimates g(I t 1 ; 0 ) in (7). Finally, our tests are functionals of the weighted residual empirical
We introduce regularity conditions that are su¢ cient conditions for A2 for the present choice of
Assumption A6: The functions f (I t 1 ; ) and h(I t 1 ; ) are twice continuously di¤erentiable with respect to 2 0 a.s., with derivatives _ f t ( ) and _ h t ( )) such that
The function X t ( ) is continuously di¤erentiable with respect to 2 0 a.s., with derivative
Now, from Theorem 1 we can construct ADF tests for H 0 as follows. De…ne 2 := E g An application of the Continuous Mapping Theorem (CMT), see e.g. Theorem 1.3.6 in van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) , and Lemma 3.1 in Chang (1990) yields
estimates 2 and F n;u ( ) is the empirical cdf of the standardized
The test statistics CvM n and KS n are very easy to compute, as R 1 n;b g takes at most n di¤erent values which can be computed recursively by ordering the residuals. More concretely, denote by
the ordered residuals and by b g c(1) ; :::; b g c(n) the corresponding concomitants,
Then, it is straightforward to prove that
Our new tests have well-known asymptotic distributions with critical values that are readily available, see e.g. Shorack and Wellner (1986) . In particular, our Cramér-von Mises (CvM) and Kolmogorov (K) tests reject the null hypothesis at 5% if CvM n > 0:46136 and KS n > 1:3581, respectively.
Power properties: choice of g 0
In this section we discuss global and local power properties of tests based on R 1 n;b g : Proofs of the main results in this section are omitted, as they follow from similar arguments to those of Theorem 1. They are available from the author upon request. Assume that under the alternative hypothesis there exists a pseudo-true value 2 such that j n j = o P (1) and de…ne
Note that under the alternative d 1t 6 = 0 and d 2t 6 = 0 with positive probability. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1, it can be shown that under the alternative; uniformly in x 2 R,
Thus, whether or not tests based on R 1 n;b g are consistent against …xed alternatives depends in turn on whether or not the function (x) is di¤erent from the zero function. Note that
It turns out that the function (x) depends on the weight g e (I t 1 ; ), on the probabilistic limit ; the speci…ed and true models, through d 1t and d 2t ; and on the unknown cdf F u : Hence, the function (x) is in general unknown, what makes it di¢ cult to study the global power properties of resulting tests in general cases.
The following example 2 illustrates that the global consistency will depend in general on the choice of g e (I t 1 ; ):
Example 1: Consider a Gaussian AR(1)-ARCH(1) model with mean and variance functions
respectively, and Gaussian innovations u t N (0; 1): The econometrician speci…es the model (1) with f (I t 1 ; 0 ) = 01 Y t 1 and h(I t 1 ; 0 ) = 02 ; 0 = ( 01 ; 02 ) 0 2 ( 1; 1) (0; 1); and proceeds to estimate 0 by the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator n = ( n1 ; n2 ) 0 : Under mild moment conditions, j n j = o P (1) with = (0:5; p 2). For this example,
where, henceforth, denotes the standard Gaussian cdf. Note that point; see also our application to the S&P 500.
Example 2: Consider a Gaussian AR(1) model with
respectively, and Gaussian innovations u t N (0; 1): The econometrician speci…es the model (1) with f (I t 1 ; 0 ) = 0 and h(I t 1 ; 0 ) = 1; and proceeds to estimate 0 by the sample mean n : Under mild moment conditions, j n j = o P (1) with = 0. For this example,
the zero function. Wooldridge's (1990) test for the mean will have no power against this alternative, whereas our tests is consistent.
Of course, we do not claim that our tests have always higher power than Wooldridge's (1990) tests; they are complementary rather than competing tests. Moreover, strictly speaking they cannot be compared since they are valid under di¤erent sets of assumptions. Wooldridge's (1990) tests are robust to deviations of the iid assumption in the innovations, whereas our tests are not. However, being based on a …nite number of functions of residuals, see (3), Wooldridge's (1990) tests are not consistent against a large class of alternatives to H 0 that can be picked up by our tests, as they consider an in…nite number of transformations of residuals indexed by x 2 R.
We now turn into the study of the local power of our tests. This study will shed some light into the problem of the choice of g 0 : We shall show that the choice of g 0 allows us to construct ADF tests with good local power against desired alternatives, e.g. threshold alternatives. Consider the following local alternatives within the model (1):
Following the arguments in the proof of Theorem 1, one can show that under the local alternatives H in ; i = 1; 2, the process R 1 n;b g converges to B(F u ( )) + D i (x); respectively, where for i = 1; 2,
It is then clear that the optimal choice for g 0 (I t 1 ) under H 1n is the orthogonal projection of s m (I t 1 )h 1 (I t 1 ; 0 ) on the orthocomplement of the span generated by X t ( 0 ): A similar conclusion holds for H 2n ; details are omitted. Thus, we have shown that, provided D i (x) 6 = 0 for i = 1; 2; the tests have nontrivial local power.
ARMA-GARCH MODELS
This section veri…es the applicability of our previous results for the well-known class of ARMA(P; Q)-GARCH(p; q) models. An ARMA(P; Q)-GARCH(p; q) process, P; Q; p; q 2 N; satis…es the equations 8 < :
where u t is a sequence of iid random variables independent of I t 1 = (Y t 1 ; Y t 2 ; :::) 0 , and w 0 > 0; 0i 0; i = 1; :::; q; 0j 0; j = 1; :::; p: Denote a generic vector of parameters by # = (c; a 1 ; :::; a Q ; b 1 ; :::; b P ) 0 ; ' = (w; 1 ; :::; q ; 1 ; :::; p ) 0 and = (# 0 ; ' 0 ) 0 ; and the parameter space For the stationarity of the model we de…ne the matrix:
A t = 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 1 u 
:
The spectral radius of a square matrix A is denoted by (A): Denote by the Kronecker product.
De…ne the polynomials
The next assumption is su¢ cient for strictly stationarity of the model and for the asymptotic normality of the QMLE estimator (see Francq and Zakoïan (2004) and references therein).
Assumption B1: u 2 t has a non-degenerate distribution. If p > 1 (P > 1); A #0 (z) (A 0 (z)) and B #0 (z) (B 0 (z)) have no common roots, a 0P 6 = 0 or b 0Q 6 = 0; A 0 (1) 6 = 0 and 0q + 0p 6 = 0: Moreover,
In particular, Chen and An (1998) showed that (E[(A t A t )]) < 1 is necessary and su¢ cient for the existence of a strictly stationarity and ergodicity solution to (10) with …nite fourth moment.
Assume we are given a sample of size n of such stationary solution; fY t g n t=1 say. ARMA(P; Q)-GARCH(p; q) models are usually estimated by the QMLE; see Li, Ling and McAleer (2002) and references therein. We describe the estimator as follows. If q Q; the initial values b I 0 = (Y 0 ; :::; Y 1 (q Q) P ; e " q+Q ; :::; e " 1 q ; e 2 0 ; :::; e 2 1 p ) 0 allow to compute e " t (#); for t = q + Q + 1; :::; n;
and e 2 t ( ); for t = 1; :::; n; according to 8 < : For simplicity, these initial values will be taken …xed (neither random nor function of parameters).
Denote b I t = (Y t ; :::; Y 1 ; b I 0 ); t = 1; :::n:
A QMLE estimator is de…ned as any measurable solution b n of
The asymptotic theory of b n has been studied by numerous authors. For instance, in the present context Francq and Zakoïan (2004) proved that under Assumption B1
(explicit expressions for`t( ); @`t( 0 )=@ and @ 2`t ( 0 )=@ @ 0 can be found in Francq and Zakoïan (2004) ). Therefore, Assumption B1 is su¢ cient for Assumptions A1(a) and A3 here.
It can be shown (see displays (4.58-4.60) in Francq and Zakoïan (2004) ) that under our Assumption
holds, so Assumption A2 (and A6(a)) is also satis…ed. As for the initial conditions, (E[(A t A t )]) < 1 implies for a positive constant < 1;
Hence, Assumption A4 also holds. Therefore, we observe that our assumptions are naturally satis…ed for ARMA-GARCH models.
Some remarks on how to compute our tests for ARMA-GARCH models are in order. First, we compute residuals according to
; t = 1; :::; n; using the QMLE b n = ( b # 0 n ; b ' 0 n ) 0 and the previous initial conditions. Expressions for the derivatives _ f t ( 0 ) and _ h t ( 0 ) can be found in e.g. Koul and Ling (2006) , among others. We remark that for zero mean homokedastic ARMA models there is no need for running any preliminary regression. In this special case, any sample centered weight g 0 (I t 1 ) will work since it will trivially satisfy (4) and (5).
FINITE SAMPLE PERFORMANCE AND DATA ANALYSIS
This section examines the performance through some Monte Carlo experiments of the test statistics
CvM n and KS n for testing H 0 : We compare the new tests with Wooldridge's (1990) test based on the quadratic form
where S n = n 1=2 P n t=1 (I t ; b n ) and n = n
Under the null hypothesis H 0 , W n converges to a chi-squared distribution with two degrees of freedom. All the experiments are carried out using the GARCH Toolbox from Matlab 7.1.
First, we consider the data generating process and …tted model of Example 1 to illustrate how the choice of g 0 a¤ects the power properties. Table 1 reports the rejection probabilities for several choices of the initial weight g 0 and sample sizes n = 100; 500 and 1000. As expected, our tests have little power against this alternative when asymmetric weights are chosen, even for large sample sizes as n = 1000. However, for other choices of g 0 our tests present a satisfactory power performance, with moderate power for g 0 (I t 1 ) = Y t 1 Y t 2 and " 2 t 1 1(" t 1 0), and high power for g 0 (I t 1 ) = Y 2 t 1 , cos(Y t 1 ) and " 2 t 1 : Our tests outperform Wooldridge's (1990) test for almost all sample sizes and choices of g 0 . This simulation also suggests that it may be important to try several choices of g 0 for power purposes.
Please insert Table 1 about here
In the second experiment, the following AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) is used:
where fu t g are iid disturbances, the true parameters are 0 = ( ; a; 00 ; 01 ; 01 ) 2 ; with = f( ; a; 0 ; 1 ; 1 ) 2 R 5 : jaj a < 1; 0 c > 0; 1 0; 1 0 and 2 + 3 < 1g:
The null model in H 0 corresponds to a = 0; that is, a pure GARCH(1,1) model. We report in Figure   1 the rejection probabilities for model (12) with a varying from 0:9 to 0:9 in increments of 0:1; and ( ; 0 ; 1 ; 1 ) = (0; 0:025; 0:25; 0:5): The empirical power functions are plotted in Figure 1 for n = 100 and the innovations' distributions N (0; 1) and t student with 3 degrees of freedom. We consider 1000 replications in all experiments. For this experiment the initial weight function g 0 is taken to be g 0 (I t 1 ) = Y t 1 ; t 2 Z. Other choices of g 0 were considered but not reported for the sake of space. They are available from the author upon request.
Please insert Figure 1 about here
From Figure 1 we see that the size performance is satisfactory. The rejection probabilities for the Gaussian distribution for CvM n , KS n and W n are, respectively, 0.057, 0.037 and 0.050: For the t distribution with 3 degrees of freedom, the rejection probabilities are, respectively, 0.065, 0.041, and 0.035: These simulations show the robustness of our tests to fat-tail distributions. The empirical power properties of our tests are excellent against these alternatives already for as small samples sizes as n = 100: For Gaussian innovations, CvM n outperforms W n ; which in turn has higher power than KS n : For t student innovations our tests have higher power than Wooldridge's (1990) test uniformly in all values of c, with CvM n attaining the highest rejection probabilities.
In the third experiment we consider some nonlinear alternatives to the AR(1)-GARCH (1,1) model (12) In models ALT1-ALT5, " t is as in (12) with ( 0 ; 1 ; 1 ) = (0:08; 0:1; 0:85) and fu t g iid N (0; 1)
variates. Table 2 shows the rejection probabilities for these alternatives for n = 300; n = 600 and n = 1000; when g 0 (I t 1 ) = Y t 1 :
Please insert Table 2 about here Again, Table 2 reveals that the size performance of our tests is satisfactory. KS n presents some slight underrejection: It is shown that our tests are able to detect all the linear and nonlinear alternatives considered. The highest power is attained at ALT5: Again, CvM n presents the highest empirical power. KS n has higher power than W n against ALT3, ALT4 and ALT5, whereas in general the reciprocal is true for ALT1 and ALT2. Unreported simulations con…rm that the excellent empirical power and size performance observed extend to other parameter values ( 0 ; 1 ; 1 ) in the stationary region. These simulations indicate that the proposed tests have satisfactory size and power performance in moderate …nite-samples and compare favorably with competing tests, thereby providing useful model checks for ARMA-GARCH models.
We next apply our testing methodology to the well-known and extensively studied S&P500 daily stock index. The debate on whether the dynamics of economic and …nancial time series are determined by the conditional mean or the conditional variance has important implications on many applications including portfolio selection and asset pricing. The S&P500 daily stock index is a representative of the data for which the GARCH model has been extensively used, see e.g. Bollerslev, et al. (1992) , Bera and Higgins (1997) and references therein. We consider several periods of this stock index. The …rst period spans from January 2 1990 until December 31 1993, the second period from January 3 1994 until December 31 1997 and the third from January 2 1998 until August 28
2002. The martingale properties of these samples were studied in Escanciano and Velasco (2006) .
The number of observations in each period is 1013, 1011 and 1170, respectively. A common feature of …nancial data is that the performance of any model is not consistent across di¤erent sub-periods of the sample, suggesting that the correct model is period-speci…c, see e.g. Loudon, Watt and Yadav (2000) .
In this application we …t an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model to the log di¤erences of the S&P500 (Y t )
as in (12). We estimate the parameters with the QMLE and the results are reported in Table 3 , and, as usual, the standard errors are in parenthesis.
Please insert Table 3 about here
From Table 3 we observe that the mean equation parameters are statistically insigni…cant in the …rst and third periods. The latter fact is consistent with the results obtained by Escanciano and Velasco (2006) , who found evidence that in the periods 1990-1993 and 1998-2002 the S&P500 return series is a martingale di¤erence sequence. In the same study, these authors provided evidence that for the period 1994-1997 the S&P500 is not a martingale di¤erence sequence, which is again consistent with the results of Table 3 . Comparing the di¤erent periods, we observe a substantial decrease in the persistence of the series.
We proceed by …tting an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model as in (12) for the period 1994-1997 and a pure GARCH(1,1) model for the periods 1990-1993 and 1998-2002 . We apply our tests and Wooldridge's (1990) test to this data sets with several initial weights g 0 (I t 1 ): We report the values of the test statistics CvM n ; KS n and W n in Table 4 .
Please insert Table 4 about here
We summarize our …ndings as follows: We reject the null hypothesis of GARCH(1,1) speci…cation with both statistics CvM n and KS n at the 5% level for essentially all cases within the …rst period.
Wooldridge's (1990) test fails to detect this alternative. Thus, it is shown that a GARCH(1,1) speci…cation for the conditional variance is not adequate for the …rst period. We conclude that weights involving the …rst lagged value of the dependent variable or the …rst lagged conditional mean error are su¢ cient to account for the lack-of-…t of the GARCH model. Further misspeci…cations at higher order lags can be investigated similarly. The AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) and GARCH(1,1) speci…cations for the periods 1994-1997 and 1998-2002 seem satisfactory and no signi…cative test statistic is found at the 5% level with the weights considered. Only the CvM test at 10% uncovers some discrepancy with the assumed model in the last period for the asymmetric weight: Unreported simulations con…rm our …ndings with other weights. In particular we have also considered standardized weights g 0 (I t 1 )h 1 (I t 1 ; 0 ); where g 0 (I t 1 ) is as in Table 4 . The results with these standardized weights are similar to those with the unstandardized ones, and hence they are omitted.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have proposed ADF diagnostic tests for the adequacy of a class of heteroskedastic time series models, including but not restricted to ARMA-GARCH models. We have shown that our tests perform well in …nite samples, comparing favorably with more traditional methods such as the tests proposed by Wooldridge (1990) . Unlike most tests available in the literature that use empirical processes of covariates weighted by residuals, our tests are based on empirical processes of residuals weighted by appropriate transformations of the possible in…nite-dimensional conditioning set. This fact allows us to construct tests that are not a¤ected by the so-called curse of dimensionality in regression model checks. This property is essential if the interest is in non-Markovian models such as ARMA-GARCH models, where the conditioning set can be in…nite-dimensional.
The weights in the weighted residual process are orthogonal to the score functions of the model.
We show that this orthogonality renders to tests that are ADF. In addition to the ADF property and robustness to high-dimensional conditioning set, other appealing property of our tests is their computational simplicity (running an OLS estimation and ordering the resulting residuals is what is needed to compute the test statistics). The "price"we pay for these appealing properties is that an unfortunate choice of g 0 ; as well as the particular features of the unknown data generating process and the speci…ed model, may lead to inconsistency of our tests; see Example 1. In fact, as shown recently by Escanciano (2009) this price is, in practice (i.e. in …nite samples), paid by all omnibus speci…cation tests for regression models, including the consistent ones. It is important to stress that this weakness can be also seen as its strength, since unlike with consistent tests, with our tests the local power properties are "controlled" by the researcher through the choice of g 0 ; whereas, unlike fully directional tests (e.g. Lagrange Multiplier tests), our tests may have global power against a large class of alternatives; see Example 2. Thus, our tests provide an interesting compromise between consistent and directional tests.
Two extensions of our methods can be shown to be useful in improving the power properties of our tests, although at the expense of losing the ADF property. First, a simple and trivial extension is to multivariate weights g 0 : The principal components decomposition in Stute et al. (2008) can be considered as a method to combine (asymptotic independent) information from di¤erent weight functions into a single statistic. The second, and more complicated extension is to weights that are function-valued. For instance, if we take g 0 (I t 1 ) = 1(Y t 1 y) as a function indexed by y 2 R; then our theory would lead to tests with possibly better power properties, based on the process
with b 0 n ( n ; y) denoting the OLS estimator in the regression of 1(Y t 1 y) against b X t ( n ): Similarly to Theorem 1, it can be proved that under the conditions of Corollary 1,
where g e (I t 1 ; 0 ; y) = 1(Y t 1 y)
; the null limit of R 1 n;b g (x; y) is a Gaussian process with zero mean and complicated covariance function. The asymptotic null distribution of functionals of R 1 n;b g (x; y) can be approximated by bootstrap methods such as the multiplier-type bootstrap described in van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) . The power properties of the resulting tests will be investigated elsewhere, in comparison with the simpler and still powerful tests proposed in the present paper.
PROOFS
Some general results
In order to handle initial conditions we need to extend some general results in Koul and Ling (2006) .
More concretely, assumption (4.10) in Lemma 4.1 in Koul and Ling (2006) seems to be a strong assumption when initial conditions are considered; see the discussion before Theorem 1. To that end, we shall introduce a weak convergence theorem which generalizes Theorem 2.2.5 in Koul (2002) in several aspects. Most notably, unlike the aforementioned results, our weak convergence theorem allows us to consider initial conditions and to study the behaviour of our tests under the alternative hypothesis.
We need some notation. For each n 1; fu n;t g n t=1 are iid variables with cdf F u : Let F n;t 1 the…eld generated by the random variables fY n;s g t 1 s=1 and fu n;s g t 1 s=1 ; F n;t 1 := (Y n;t 1 ; u n;t 1 ; :::; Y n;1 ; u n;1 ): Denote by ( n ; A n ; P n ); n 1; the probability space in which all the r.v.'s fu n;t ; Y n;t g n t=1 are de…ned. Let jj jj 2;n indicate the L 2 (P n ) norm. Assume that u n;t is independent of F n;t 1 for all 1 t n and all n 2 N: The reader is referred to De…nitions 2.1.5 and 2.1.6 in van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) 
Henceforth, to simplify notation we write (x; v) instead of (x;
indexed by = (x; v) 2 K . Consider the following assumptions:
W1 For any 0 < < 1;
Moreover, for each K > 0; max 1 t n;n 1 E g 2 n;t;K < 1 and n 1 P n t=1 g 2 n;t;K = O Pn (1); where g n;t;K = sup v2 K jg n;t (v)j.
W2 fd 1tn ( ); d 2tn ( ) : 1 t ng are such that for each K > 0 and all > 0
Pr inf
W3 F u has an absolutely continuous density f u such that for all 0 < b < 1 and 0 < c < 1;
Theorem A1: Under the assumptions W1-W3, the process V n ( ) is asymptotically tight with respect to = (x; v) 2 K :
Proof of Theorem A1: We shall apply Theorem A1 in Delgado and Escanciano (2007) with (following their notation)
De…ne the class of functions K n = fw n ( ) : = (x; v) 2 K g and …x 1 = (x 1 ; v 1 ) 2 K : By W2, for any > 0; there exists K > 0 and c > 0 such that
Now, by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and triangle inequality, for any 0 < < 1;
where the last inequality is due to W2, W3 and the de…nition of K :
The proof of Theorem 3 in Chen, Linton and van Keilegom (2003) yields that
Hence, from equation (4.7) in Koul and Ling (2006) and the last display it follows that
Let B " = fB k ; 1 k N " sup n 1 N [] ("; K n ; k k 2;n g; with B k = [w k;nt ( ); w k;nt ( )]; be the partition of K n in " brackets with respect to k k 2;n ; which is bounded by the corresponding product of ("=2C) 2 nets of K and R implicit in the proof of Theorem 3 in Chen et al. (2003) . Arguing as in (17), the conditional quadratic variation of the empirical process V n on the previous partition is
Therefore, the last display and W2 imply (14) in Delgado and Escanciano (2007, p. 669) for the partition B " . Therefore, Theorem A1 in Delgado and Escanciano (2007) applies and the asymptotic tightness of V n ( ) follows.
Proofs of the main results
Proof of Theorem 1. De…ne
To simplify notation we write i n;t (x;
De…ne the process
where g n;t (v) = g(
To study the asymptotic behaviour of A 3n (x; v) we shall apply Theorem A1 to the process:
We proceed to verify W1-W3 for this particular example. Assumption W3 is directly assumed in A1(b). Assumption A5 and the Ergodic Theorem implies W1. It remains to verify W2.
For a su¢ ciently large n; A4 implies, uniformly in v 2 K ;
Similarly, it can be proved that sup v2 K max 1 t n jd 2tn (v)j = O P (1): This proves (13).
Note that
which holds with high probability by choosing a suitable c > 0, because max 1 t n sup 2 0 h(
This proves (14). Now, A2 yields (15), since
Now, we proceed to verify (16). By Assumption A4 and the Ergodic Theorem
Similar conclusions holds for d 2tn : Hence, Theorem A1 applies to e K n (x; v): We use this fact to handle
Note that for a …xed (x; v); as n ! 1; our assumptions imply by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, A4
and A5, as n ! 1;
Theorem A1 implies that A 1n (x; v) is asymptotically tight in`1(D); the Banach space of real-valued bounded functions on D; equipped with the supremum norm kzk D := sup g2D jz(g)j : From the latter fact and the asymptotic tightness of e K n (x; v) and (19), it then follows that
We proceed to study A 2n (x; v): De…ne
and, by the uniform law of large numbers of Jennrich (1969) ,
Hence,
By the same arguments, A1 and A4 imply
It is straightforward to prove that A 2n (x) = o P (1); uniformly in x 2 R. Hence, since p n( n 0 ) = O P (1); for any " > 0; there exists a K > 0 such that the event C n;K = f p n j n 0 j > Kg satis…es Pr (C n;K ) < "=2 for all n su¢ ciently large. To simplify notation, de…ne L 2;n := sup x2R R 1 n;g (x) 1 p n n X t=1 g e (I t 1 ; n ) [1(u t x) F u (x)] p n( n 0 ) 0 b(x; g; 0 ) :
Thus, because A 1n (x) = K n (x; p n( n 0 )); we conclude using (20) that, for any > 0; we can choose n su¢ ciently large such that Pr (L 2;n > ) Pr L 2;n > ; p n j n 0 j K + Pr (C n;K ) Pr (L 1;n > ) + Pr (C n;K ) "=2 + "=2 = ":
Since " and were arbitrary, we conclude that L 2;n = o P (1): Finally, Theorem 1 is proved after noticing that, by A5,
[g e (I t 1 ; n ) g e (I t 1 ; 0 )] [1(u t x) F u (x)] = o P (1):
To emphasize the dependence of X t ( ) on I t 1 ; we write when it is convenient X t ( ) X(I t 1 ; ):
Proof of Corollary 1: Without loss of generality assume that b X t ( b n ) are centered in the sample (otherwise, write the residual with centered regressors). Write
From the uniform law of large numbers of Jennrich (1969) it follows that
and from Theorem A1,
Hence sup x2R jI 2n (x)j = o P (1):
As for I 1n (x); again by Theorem 1 applied to g( b I t 1 ; b n ) = fg 0 ( b I t 1 ) 0 ( 0 ) b X t ( b n )g; we obtain sup x2R I 1n (x) 1 p n n X t=1 g(I t 1 ; 0 ) [1(u t x) F u (x)] = o P (1);
with g(I t 1 ; 0 ) = g 0 (I t 1 ) 0 ( 0 )X t ( 0 ): The corollary follows from Theorem A1. 
